President’s Message
B. Sue Graves

The SEACSM board has been working very hard this past spring and summer to bring you a great meeting, February 18-20, 2016 at the Hyatt Regency Hotel, Greenville, South Carolina. Many of you, who attended the meeting last year, know what a great success we had, mainly due to your participating in the conference activities. Please do take time to read this newsletter to acquaint yourself with the latest information.

Dr. Heidi Kluess, Auburn University has organized the SEACSM 2015 Fall Lecture Tour. Dr. Gail Thomas, Pennsylvania State University, will be lecturing the week of October 5. Her travels will be through Florida, Georgia and Alabama (Florida State University, University of Georgia and Auburn University). She will be speaking about the “Neuronal NO synthase: Its role in muscle blood flow regulation during exercise.” Check back shortly for the specific dates and times of her lecture.

We discovered that many of our student attendees were attending their first SEACSM meeting, so the board is addressing different activities to better introduce these individuals to our meeting. Several volunteers and board members are working on two of the ACSM grants, we obtained to invite to our meeting participants from underrepresented populations (Historically Black Colleges and Universities, HCBUs) and current medical students, as part of the Exercise is Medicine initiative. Our student board members have been very instrumental with the development of these projects.

Members of SEACSM play a significant role within ACSM. Many of our members serve ACSM on various committees and interest groups. The following are examples of some of the individuals serving: Dr. Walter Thompson, Georgia State University, is an ACSM First Vice President. Five ACSM Trustees are from the SEACSM region, including Dr. Judith Flohr (Chapter Trustee), James Madison University; Dr. Kevin Guskiewicz, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Dr. Dixie Thompson, University of Tennessee; Dr. Heather Chambliss, University of Memphis; and Dr. Kevin Vincent, University of Florida.

For ACSM Interest Groups, Dr. Rebecca Battista is chair of the Pediatric Exercise Physiology, with Dr. Dawn Coe, University of Tennessee, as one of the co-chairs. Dr. Claudio Battaglini, University of North Caroline—Chapel Hill is one of the co-chairs for the Cancer Group. Dr. Robert Butler, Duke University, is the chair of Medicine and Science of
Team Sports. Dr. Kim Reich, High Point University is the co-chair of Exercise Sciences Education. Also from High Point University, Dr. James Smoliga, is co-chair of Endurance Athlete Medicine and Science. Dr. Jean McCrory is the Biomechanics chair. We are grateful for this great representation from our region.

At the 2015 ACSM meeting in San Diego, 10 of the 40 newly inducted Fellow of ACSM were from the SEACSM chapter. Two of 2015 Citation Award Recipients were SEACSM members: L. Bruce Gradden from Auburn University and Mary Lloyd Ireland from University of Kentucky.

I have been so honored to be President of SEACSM. This organization’s strengths are the members who work so hard. We are always seeking new volunteers, and any ideas or suggestions on improving SEACSM. Please contact me or any of the board members with comments or concerns relating to activities of the chapter. The SEACSM Executive Board and I look forward to a great year of activities and events supporting fitness and health. Please do not hesitate to contact me with any comments or questions that you may have regarding our chapter activities; sgraves@fau.edu or 954-675-5782, cell.

Past-President Message – Kevin McCully

The duties of the Past-President include overseeing nominations for SEACSM Officers, nominations for Montoye Scholar, and managing the student award competitions. The slate of officers includes a new President-Elect, as well as two Members-At-Large and a Student Representative to the Executive Board. The President-Elect must have experience serving as an Executive Board member in the past, whereas the Members-At-Large and Student representative, can be from the membership at large. While we are selecting candidates, anyone who is eligible can submit their name and run for office. If you wish to nominate someone, please send your nominations to Past-President Kevin McCully at mccully@uga.edu by September 15. With your nomination, please provide a 2-3 sentence description of the nominee’s qualifications to serve on the SEACSM Board. Also, please keep in mind that these are multi-year positions. Therefore, it is expected that nominees will be affiliated with an institution within the SEACSM region throughout the three year term for President-Elect and two-year term for Member-At-Large and Student Representative.

We are seeking nominations for the 2016 Henry Montoye Scholar Award. This annual award honors an SEACSM member with exemplary research contributions. The winner will deliver the Montoye Scholar Lecture at the SEACSM Annual Meeting. If you would like to nominate someone for the Henry Montoye Scholar Award, please send the name of your nominee with a brief rationale supporting your nominee to Kevin McCully at mccully@uga.edu by September 15. Feel free to include a copy of your nominee’s curriculum vita with your nomination (if not included, the selection committee will request a CV from the nominee or her/his institution if s/he is under serious consideration).

SEACSM will organize an Exercise is Medicine initiative designed to encourage both medical students and students from typically underrepresented colleges and universities to attend the SEACSM annual meeting. This is a follow up to our successful Leadership &
Diversity Training Program. Please see the announcements associated with this initiative and encourage anyone eligible to apply. This is an exciting initiative for SEACSM, and we hope that everyone will help make these students welcome at our meeting.

**2016 Annual Meeting Preview**  
**John Quindry: President-Elect**

The annual meeting of the Southeast Chapter of the American College of Sports Medicine is scheduled for **February 18-20, 2016** at the Hyatt Regency Hotel Greenville SC. An engaging program is organized and includes: Dr. William Kraemer will give the Keynote address, Dr. Manish Gupta will give the Kozar Presidential address, and Dr. Mark Nash will give the Luncheon lecture. The program will also include tutorials, symposia, free communications (oral and poster), clinical case studies, student graduate fair, and a chance to network with other Southeast colleagues. In addition to the program, Greenville is desirable destination for the SEACSM annual meeting with immediate access to exercise, dining, and shopping options. Dining options include more than 60 restaurants and shops in the downtown Greenville corridor adjacent to the sponsor hotel. In addition, there is the Swamp Rabbit Trail, which is a 17.5 mile multi-use tail system located a few minutes’ walk from the hotel. The hotel also features a fitness center that is open 24 hours a day.

Applications for a tutorial or symposium, or research presentation are strongly encouraged and must be completed and submitted electronically. No paper submissions will be reviewed or accepted. To submit electronically, go to the SEACSM web site ([http://www.seacsm.org](http://www.seacsm.org)), use the button for Annual Meeting, complete the appropriate form(s), and submit them from the web site. If you are unable to access this site please contact John Quindry by phone at 334-844-1421 or email jcq0001@auburn.edu. You are also urged to submit for research, clinical case, tutorial, symposia abstracts, and student research awards. You should print and keep the message that appears after you hit the submit button, as verification that your submission was received. Another e-mail message will be sent to you during November indicating whether your submission has been accepted for presentation at the annual meeting. Please ensure that the e-mail address you provide with your submission will be available during November (if in doubt, list your major professor’s or another accessible e-mail address).

**The deadline for receipt of all abstracts is mid-night (12PM) Eastern Time October 1, 2015.**

---

**SAVE THE DATE -FEBRUARY 18-20, 2016**  
**Greenville, SC**

The 44th Annual SEACSM meeting will be at the Hyatt Regency Greenville, 220 North Main Street, Greenville, South Carolina 29601. Start to make plans to attend our next SEACSM meeting. Be sure to register early as the hotel sold out the last time we were here!
Sponsor and Exhibitor Opportunities
Michael Berry

One of the ways by which the Southeast American College of Sports Medicine defrays the cost of the annual meeting is through the use of sponsors and exhibitors at the meeting. The chapter offers a variety of opportunities to companies and organizations to market their products and services to sports medicine and exercise science professionals in the southeast and to gain local, regional and national exposure for their company. One of the highlights of the conference is the exhibitors that participate in the meeting. Conference participants have the opportunity for one-on-one contact with the exhibitors to learn more about the products and services they have to offer. The sponsors and exhibitors that participate at the annual meeting are from a wide variety of industries that offer products, equipment and/or services that the conference attendees frequently use in their professions. Last year was a record breaking year for SEACSM in terms of attendance and participation of exhibitors.

If you or your business would like to participate as a sponsor or exhibitor, or if you know of a company or business that you think would like to participate, please contact Michael Berry (berry@wfu.edu) as soon as possible to discuss these opportunities.

Undergraduate Student Bowl

Students and Club Advisors: Do you and your two smartest friends have what it takes to compete in the SEACSM Undergraduate Student Bowl in 2016? Earn bragging rights by winning this jeopardy style inter-university competition! The winning team will be invited to compete at the ACSM Annual Meeting in Boston, MA. SEACSM contributes up to $300 towards travel for each student to attend the national meeting.

Registration: In order to secure your spot at this competitive event, teams need to have a Faculty Sponsor as well as consist of only 3 undergraduate students. The Sponsor needs to contact Jody Clasey (jiclass0@uky.edu) in order to have the school name registered as a team. Registration begins starting October 1, 2015 and runs through November 15. The number of teams allowed will be dictated by the amount of equipment we have available to play jeopardy. Priority will be given to those who register early – as we usually take the first 20 teams.

Notifications: Notifications will be sent to all teams registered and accepted to compete at the event by December 1, 2015. We have limited room and equipment and therefore do have a limit on number of teams that can compete. Only ONE team per university and ALL students must be undergraduates of that university.
A Message From Your Student Representatives

Hello Students! We hope you all are having a wonderful summer whether you are enrolled in courses or relaxing by the pool. Please check out the exciting news and updates specifically for SEACSM students.

❖ Student Bowl:
Congratulations, to the students from The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga who represented the SEACSM chapter at our 2015 Annual ACSM Meeting in May (Team Members: Christine Hagemeyer, Megan Ware, and Brianna Mullins)! Please be on the lookout for information regarding team submission for our 2016 annual SEACSM meeting coming to you early Fall 2015.

❖ Be on the Look Out This Fall!:
- **Diversity and Medical Student Grants:** The SEACSM is offering membership and registration grants to students from underrepresented and/or diverse backgrounds and whom are currently enrolled as medical students for the 2016 annual SEACSM conference. Our hope is to provide awareness and education opportunities for those who are unfamiliar with the organization. **Applications will be distributed Fall 2015.**

- **Call for AV Teams:** AV teams are still needed for the upcoming 2015 conference. This is a very important aspect of the meeting so please carefully consider providing this service. AV teams will be responsible for managing the AV equipment and providing support for presenters during keynote
presentations and free communication sessions. AV teams are composed of 2-3 students and will be required to bring a laptop computer, data projector and supporting peripherals (cord connectors, etc...).

- **Abstract Submission:** Start preparing those abstracts now! The call for abstracts will be on August 1st, 2015 and more submission information will be available then. Be sure to check out [http://www.seacsm.org/annualmeeting.html](http://www.seacsm.org/annualmeeting.html) for the most up to date information!

- **President’s Cup Competition:** This year at the annual SEACSM meeting, a select group of graduate student presentations (either oral or poster) will be selected to compete for free registration and $1,200 travel allowance to the 2016 ACSM Annual Meeting. If you’re the winning presentation, you will present (in poster format) at the Annual ACSM Meeting against other regional winners. If you have questions feel free to contact your regional student representative or David Ferguson at davidpferguson13@gmail.com.

**Stay Connected!**
- Check out our website at [www.seacsm.org](http://www.seacsm.org) and be sure to join SEACSM on Facebook (SEACSM Chapter) to have direct access to all our current information, job opportunities and interacting with other SEACSM members!

**Got an idea for a student event you’d like to see at future meetings?**
- Email your student representatives at SEACSMStudents@gmail.com and share them with us!

Stay Healthy and Active,

Bridget A. Peters, Ph.D.
Medical Student
Edward via College of Osteopathic Medicine
Bap0019@auburn.edu

Brittany S. Wilkerson, MS, RCEP
Doctoral Candidate
Department of Kinesiology,
Recreation and Sport Studies
The University of Tennessee
Bwilker8@vols.utk.edu

---

**SEACSM Clinical Track**
"Current Controversies in Clinical Sports Medicine - What's the Evidence?"

Message from Kenneth Barnes MD, MSc., FACSM (2016 SEACSM Clinical Track Program Chair and Planning Committee Chair) and Franklin Sease MD, FAAFP (Clinical Representative to the Board) to Clinical Members.

The Clinical Track of the South East American College of Sports Medicine is excited to meet in Greenville, SC on February 19 and 20, 2016. ACSM Leadership and Primary Sports Medicine Fellowship Directors are scheduled to provide evidence and expertise surrounding controversial and challenging topics in the field of clinical sports medicine. The specific presentations and speakers will be announced in the fall.

The Course Objectives include: identifying the evidence behind why we do the things we
do in sports medicine as it relates to some of the more controversial issues in our field. With respect to certain topics, we hope to present the pro and con sides and review if the current evidence supports continued treatment protocols or whether more research is needed to justify continued use of our protocols.

As always, we will have a topic dedicated to "Exercise is Medicine" and we are excited to have as our guest speaker Pierre Rouzier MD, FACSM, from U Mass Amherst. Pierre will share with us a passion of his and expand on our role as PCSM physicians in tackling the epidemic of childhood obesity and "How do we get our Youth Moving"?

**Attention current Residents and Fellows - We want your Cases!!**

We always devote a significant portion of the program to interesting clinical cases and this learning opportunity plays a big part in the agenda. Please submit your clinical cases to Matthew Close, DO (Clinical Track Associate Program Chair) at mclose@ghs.org. The deadline for submission is Monday December 14, 2015. All submissions will be notified of a decision by January 4, 2016. All presenters selected to present his/her case with have their registration fees waived. In addition, the overall winner of best case will receive a monetary award.

Lastly, we are always looking for input and participation from our clinical members and are asking if anyone has an interest in becoming involved in the leadership aspect of the SEACSM Clinical Track, please reach out to either Ken (kpbarnes14@gmail.com) or Franklin (fsease@ghs.org). We are currently seeking members to join the Program Planning Committee.

For more information please visit our website at: http://www.seacsm.org/clinicalinformation.html. The website has information about the 2015 Clinical Track meeting and will be updated over the next few months with the agenda, topics and speakers for the 2016 meeting. Please check back periodically.

Looking forward to seeing you all in beautiful Greenville in 2016!!

Thanks, Ken

---

**SEACSM Graduate Student Fair - February 19**

**Attention Graduate Coordinators:**

The 2016 Graduate Student Fair will be held on Friday evening of the conference. Over 25 graduate programs have presented at this event and each year it seems like we have more and more students attending, making it a great recruiting place for graduate programs. See information below concerning how to participate. Registration fees increase, as we get closer to the conference, so submit early!

**Forms and Cost:** For those interested in reserving a table at the upcoming Graduate Fair, you will need to submit an application form (http://www.seacsm.org/gradfair2016_app.pdf) and mail the form with payment to:
Dr. Rebecca Battista  
Department of Health and Exercise Science  
P.O. Box 32071  
Appalachian State University  
Boone, NC 28608  

$75.00 if payment received by November 1 ($90.00 if need electrical)  
$85.00 if payment received by December 1 ($100.00 if need electrical)  
$100.00 if payment received by January 15 ($115.00 if need electrical)  

If you have any questions, please contact Becki Battista (battistara@appstate.edu).

**ACSM 2015 Elections Results**  
We have a number of SEACSM members that were elected to positions with the national office. We thank everyone that took the time to vote as every vote counts. Be sure to share your ideas with our newly elected candidates.

**Trustee: Basic & Applied Science**: Dixie Thompson, Ph.D., FACSM  
**Trustee: Education & Allied Health**: Heather Chambliss, Ph.D., FACSM  
**Trustee: Medicine**: Kevin Vincent, M.D., Ph.D., FACSM

**2015 SEACSM Fall Lecture Tour**  
The Fall SEACSM Lecture Tour is taking place this October in the states of Alabama, Florida, and Georgia. The tour is being coordinated by Heidi Kluess from Auburn University. This year's speaker will be Dr. Gail Thomas from Penn State Medical School Hershey. Her topic will be: Neuronal NO (nitric oxide) synthase, it's role in muscle blood flow regulation during exercise. Her lectures will be on Monday October 5th at Florida State, Wednesday October 7th at University of Georgia and on Friday October 9th at Auburn University.

**AV Teams Needed for the 2016 SEACSM Meeting**  
The annual meeting in Greenville, SC will once again be using student AV Teams. These teams provide an essential service for the meeting, so please carefully weigh the importance of this commitment. AV teams are responsible for managing the AV equipment, and providing presenter support at keynote presentations and free communication sessions. AV teams are composed of two or three students. Additionally, each team will provide a laptop computer (with Powerpoint 2010 or later), data projector with supporting peripherals (cord connectors, etc...), and a laser pointer. SEACSM will pay lodging expenses for each assembled AV team. If you are interested in participating, please have a faculty sponsor from the student team's university contact James Carson at: carsonj@mailbox.sc.edu or Ron Evans at rkevans@vcu.edu. Student AV team acceptance will be based on the timeliness of the team application, the prior success of the AV team (if applicable), and the amount of AV support needed.
Editor’s News- Don Torok

After last year’s record number of submissions, we are planning on another repeat performance. Please keep these things in mind when submitting your abstracts.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL SEACSM 2016 MEETING

SUBMISSIONS:
No Symbols, Figures, or Tables should be included in abstracts. Abstracts will appear in the program as submitted. Your complete abstract must fit into a box with the following dimensions: 5.75 inches wide by 5 inches high. There is a limit of no more than 25 lines of text-this includes your title, authors, their affiliations and the body. All submission boxes in the form, must have info in them for the form to correctly be sent. Review the call for abstract materials on the website for required materials in the abstract. TITLE (all capital letters), Authors, and Institution should be included in all abstracts and formatted as in the example on the website.

In order to make all abstracts readable in the program, no more than 14 characters and spaces per horizontal inch and 6 lines-per vertical inch should be used or the abstract will be rejected without review. Required fonts for all electronic submissions are either TIMES-12 point or TIMES NEW ROMAN- 12 point. Use of other fonts may result in the loss or changing of characters. DO NOT USE SYMBOLS, as they do not always transfer electronically.

One of the most important items to check before you submit your abstract is that ALL BOXES are filled in on the submission page. Failure to enter something in ALL of the BOXES will result in failure of your submission to work. You must also check the box that states-All authors have reviewed this abstract and approve of the content as submitted. The number one problem that individuals encounter with the submission process is not filling in all of the boxes.

Do not wait until the last day to submit your materials, as the site becomes very overloaded and it might prevent your materials from arriving on time. Please share this information with colleagues or students who may not have received it. Remember that all presenters must register for the conference.

Here are some other things that you will need to know about the meeting. 1) Online registration for the meeting will be posted on the chapter website: SEACSM.ORG, as well as the hotel registration materials. These links should be operational some time during late fall. See you in Greenville!

New Important Information that you need to check out!

SEACSM Diversity Grant

To support the Diversity Grant at the student level, the SEACSM is offering membership and registration grants to students from underrepresented and/or diverse backgrounds for the 2016 annual conference that will help provide awareness and education opportunities within the organization. The Southeast Chapter of ACSM will award up to 18 registrations and student memberships to undergraduate students, who have not previously attended a SEACSM meeting and have come from underrepresented populations, including those from historically black college and/or universities (HBCUs) in the southeast region.
expose students to the SEACSM annual meeting. Both students and faculty from these universities will be encouraged to attend the meeting in order to gain a first-hand appreciation for research, education and service involving exercise and health as part of the SEACM annual meeting. The deadline is November 20, 2015. For further information and the application, download from the student page on the SEACSM website (http://www.seacsm.org/Diversity_app.pdf)

**Exercise is Medicine (EIM) Initiatives**

To support the Exercise is Medicine (EIM) mission at the student level, the SEACSM is offering membership and registration grants to 18 medical students in the SEACSM region. This award will cover registration to the SEACSM annual meeting and one year of SEACSM student membership. Medical students and faculty are encouraged to attend the meeting in order to gain an expanded appreciation for research, education and service involving exercise and health. The deadline is November 20, 2015. For further information and the application, download from the clinical page on the SEACSM website (http://www.seacsm.org/Medical_app.pdf)

**Important NEW Information for Student Research Awards:**

**SEACSM Student Category Criteria:** For the 2016 SEACSM meeting, one’s student category for submission can be the student classification at the time of data collection. So if a student collected data in the spring of 2015 and was an undergraduate student, he/she could submit their abstract for the 2016 SEACSM meeting as an undergraduate student. Likewise if they were a Master’s student and collected data in the spring of 2015, he/she could submit their abstract for the 2016 SEACSM meeting as a Master’s student or if they were a doctoral student and collected data in the spring of 2015, he/she could submit their abstract for the 2016 SEACSM meeting as a doctoral student. These student category criteria require that this is the first submission of this data.

**ACSM $1200 Presidential CUP**

ACSM is starting a Presidential Cup Challenge for 2016. Each regional chapter will select the top graduate poster (Master’s or Doctoral) to compete in the 2016 ACSM Presidential Cup at the ACSM National Meeting in Boston, MA in 2016. At the time of this publication, not all of the specific details have been worked out, but ACSM is providing up to a $1200 towards attending the 2016 ACSM Meeting in Boston, MA and waiver of registration for the ACSM National meeting. The top chapter award winners will then present at the national meeting. SEACSM will select our top Graduate Poster based upon finalist presentations from our 2016 SEACSM meeting in Greenville, SC.

**Other Opportunities**

The U.S. Paralympic Research and Sport Science Consortium is looking for researchers to complete various projects requested through Paralympic team coaches and athletes (see below). I think many of these projects would be of interest to SEACSM members and, as a member of the consortium, I am looking to match potential researchers with team projects. A general announcement of the new initiatives is attached but I wanted to get your thoughts on the best way to promote Paralympic research opportunities to SEACSM members. Would you let me know your thoughts? I have contacted ACSM as well but
because there are a number of Paralympic training facilities in the Southeast region, I thought it might be practical to target our chapter.

Potential Projects

1. Utilize EMG to determine muscle activation in wheelchair athletes.
2. Utilize EMG to determine how athletes with prosthetics are compensating between prosthetic and non-prosthetic limbs.
3. Bi-lateral force production determination between feet in amputees utilizing prosthetics in competition and training.
4. Flex foot vs. peg foot prosthetics and corresponding efficiencies in cycling.
5. Thermoregulation in amputees and spinal cord injury athletes and associated hydration strategies.
6. Lactic acid buffering in amputees and spinal cord injury athletes.
8. Best biomechanical hitting form for sitting volleyball reaction time for serve receive passer (time ball takes to move from server to receiver).
9. Reaction time of blockers and diggers (time it takes a ball to move from attacker’s hand to net from attacker’s hand to digger; line digger, middle back digger and cross court digger).
10. Eye tracking of a player defending an attack, attacking, serving, and receiving (what cues should be focused on for information).
11. Most effective speed and trajectory for a serve; floating and top spin how close or far should a server be to the endline in relation to speed to cut the reaction time of the receiver and effectiveness of the serve.
12. What is the shortest reach a player can have in order to attack a ball at normal speed and top spin and keep the Ball in from the 2m line.

J.P. Barfield, Health & Human Performance, Radford University, Box 6957, Radford, VA 24142
540-831-6858, abarfield@radford.edu

ACSM Grant Program Provides Financial Support to Advance Regional Chapter Initiatives

ACSM created a task force charged with making recommendations as to how ACSM could better support the Regional Chapters. After completing its work, the task force made several recommendations to the ACSM Board of Trustees, which included the creation of a grant program. In 2014, the ACSM Grant Program was launched with nine ACSM Regional Chapters receiving a total of $20,000 in funding to support innovative activities and/or advance current activities that are in-line with the overall strategic priorities of ACSM and the Regional Chapters. Nine ACSM Regional Chapters participated in the 2015 Regional Chapter Grant program and received a total of $40,000 in funding. ACSM Regional Chapters participating in the 2015 Regional Chapter Grant Program received awards between $1050 and $6150, depending on the number of applications submitted. The program has been approved for 2016 with a total $60,000 to be distributed. Grant funds are in addition to the yearly financial operating support and ACSM Foundation support already provided to the Regional Chapters.
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